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SUBROUTINE TRIGHP ($M$ , ALPHA, COSPA, IER)
INTEGER ISW
DATA ISW /0/







2 TRIGHP ISW 1
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3.2 Unix
Unix BSD System VUnix
AT&T “Seventh Edition” o“UNIX PROGRAMMER’S MANUAL”
Seventh Edition, Volume 2 $A$ Portable Fortran 77 Compiler” S. I. Feldman, P. $J$.
einberger 35 ( )
“A poorly known rule of Fortran 66 is that local variables in a procedure do not nec-
essarily retain their values between invocations of that procedure. ... These rules permit
overlay and stack implementations for the affected variables. ...”







“Local variables are static by default ; there is exactly one copy of the datum, and its
value is retained between calls.”
poorly known rule”
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‘ Fortran 77 SAVE
Fortran implementations
2SUN OS 3.5(Fortran Programmer’s Guide 6 7 )
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